




to create emotional safety in the face of a very painful issue;

to provide essential knowledge, strategies and techniques to respond to suicide as a psychological and social

problem (intervention and post-vention);

to understand wellness and how to assist a person, family, and community to live in wellnesscleanse suicide from

their lives (tue prevention);

to develop a core group of skilled and resilient individuals who can assist individuals in suicidal crisis and who are

prepared to operate as a community mobilization network.

Designed specifically for Aboriginal communities, “Through the Pain to Wellness: Community-Based Suicide
Prevention Program” offers a culturally-sensitive introduction to the knowledge, skills, and strategies necessary for
community-based suicide prevention. The three key goals of the program are:

The subject of suicide often brings out a lot of powerful emotions and memories. Through the Pain includes talking-
circles at the beginning and end of each day and provides the time and support necessary for the spontaneous sharing
of personal stories. The opportunity for healing has proven to be as valuable to the participants as the information and
skills offered.

Edna
Puglas

Mamalilikulla Councillor

Happy birthdayHappy birthday
MakaelaMakaela  
From Puglas familyFrom Puglas family

Edna Would like to
wish Happy Birthday

Through the Pain to Wellness

edna@mamalilikulla.ca

Mamalilikulla and Homalcho members took part in a
four-day suicidal training workshop with Darian Thira.

12 Mamalilikulla and 14 Homalcho members attended out of

30 elders and youth.

Happy birthdayHappy birthday
ZacharyZachary
From mountain,From mountain,
Puglas, Speck, WilsonPuglas, Speck, Wilson
familyfamily

https://thira.ca/
Phone: (604) 809 – 0181



Trauma & Addiction link (presentations from those who

have lived experiences)

Unintentional or intentional overdose (we will have

Naloxone training)

Mental Health & Suicide Jordin Tootoo presentation

Resources presented to support youth

Follow up opportunities for healing and cultural events

Teen Wellness and community support event. It is directly

related to suicide prevention and drug and addiction

awareness for teens aged 12-18:

Central and North Vancouver Island communities have

been deeply affected by the loss of multiple youth and

young adults to suicide over the past two years to the

present day. This is our chance to show our teens that WE

CARE

We Care Fair
Do not leave the person alone

Try to get them to seek help from a doctor, or nearest

hospital or call 911

Remove their access to firearms or other potentially

harmful objects or substances

For more Information About Suicide and Suicide

Prevention visit:

Canadian Association for Suicide Prevention -

www.suicideprevention.ca
Canadian Mental Health Association - www.cmha.ca
National Institute of Mental Health -

www.nimh.nih.gov/index.shtml

What to do if you think someone is suicidal?

Call the Kids Help Phone (Canada):
1-800-668-6868

National Suicide Prevention Line (US):
1-800-273-TALK (8255)

Jordan Tootoo travelled up north to Port Hardy, Alert Bay,

and Campbell River sharing his story about suicide and his

hockey career what a great speaker and leader Jordan is to

all the communities, especially for our youth in attendance

Councillor Edna Puglas reports and would like to thank

Jordan for the great work he does and for listening to all the

speakers.

 Edna would like to acknowledge 14 year old youth Alexis

Puglas; Edna is so very proud of you for standing up and

asking your question to Jordan. She expresses that you are

a leader and keep going forward in your healing journey. 

http://www.suicideprevention.ca/
http://www.cmha.ca/
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/index.shtml
tel:+18006686868
tel:+18002738255








IDENTIFY CAREERS THAT
ARE TAILORED TO YOUR
INTERESTS
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Doing the same task for a long period of time.

https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/workpreference

Building things and/or repairing them.

Exploring a subject from different points of view.

Finishing one job before you start the next.

Directing people in their activities.

Maintaining a steady pace throughout an activity.

Being responsible for organizing an activity and planning

something for everyone to do.

Helping people solve their problems.

Being responsible for a project or activity and have to look

after many different details to complete it.

Learning about scientific topics by reading books, watching

TV shows or visiting websites.

Working with tools and machinery.

Working according to prescribed methods.

Solving your own problems and do projects using your own

ideas.

Doing a project or other job carefully, one step at a time.

Planning the tasks or activities of others.

Taking charge of things and get them done.

Doing trial runs and applying changes.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Trying new ways of doing things.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Spending your days working with machines or equipment.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Maintaining equipment or machinery.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working in the field of community services.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Doing activities where you always know what is expected of

you.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Speaking with people and listening to them.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Calculating to solve a problem.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Helping people improve their lives.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working with your hands, doing things such as plumbing

repairs, sewing, fixing cars, or wallpapering.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Discovering how things are made and work through reading

books, watching television or searching on websites.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Doing an activity where your work is closely checked

regularly.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Assisting people when they are sick or in trouble.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working in a team.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working with materials such as wood, stone, clay, fabric or

metal.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Thinking to invent or create.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Leading a committee, an association or a team.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Bringing comfort to others.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working by following well-established procedures.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Working with tools, equipment or technical instruments.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Having a job in which you are working with machines or

things rather than dealing with people.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Being in control of a group rather than just a member.

Not interested at all                               Extremely interested

Cooperating with others.
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IDENTIFY CAREERS THAT ARE
TAILORED TO YOUR INTERESTS
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94%

Chiropractors

Journalists

Securities agents and investment dealers

Brokers

Graphic designers

Human resources professionals

Illustrators

Interior designers and interior decorators

Naturopaths

Professional occupations in marketing and
public relations

Acupuncturists

Occupational therapists

Other professional occupations in therapy and
assessment

Psychologists

Reflexologists

Rolfers

Classification officers, correctional institutions

Employment counsellors

Professional occupations in religion

Travel counsellors

Elementary and secondary school teacher
assistants

Fashion models
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Taking responsibility for decisions.

Going through evidence to solve problems.

Helping people solve their problems.

Looking after people.

Doing an activity where you are told what to do and how.

Discussing with people to know their opinions.

Organizing your tasks in your own way.

Working to discover new ideas or things.

Working on one thing at a time.

Doing hobbies on your own, such as building models,

gardening, refinishing old furniture, etc.

Getting people to do what you want.

INNOVATIVE

Innovative persons like to explore things in depth and

arrive at solutions to problems by experimenting. They

are interested in initiating and creating different ways

to solve questions and present information. They enjoy

scientific subjects. Innovative persons prefer to be

challenged with new and unexpected experiences.

They adjust to change easily.

SOCIAL

Social persons like dealing with people. They enjoy

caring for and assisting others in identifying their

needs and solving their concerns. Social persons like

working and co-operating with others. They prefer to

be involved in work that requires interpersonal

contact.

METHODICAL

Methodical persons like to have clear rules and

organized methods to guide their activities. They

prefer working under the direction or supervision of

others according to given instructions, or to be guided

by established policies and procedures. Methodical

persons like to work on one thing until it is completed.

They enjoy following a set routine and prefer work that

is free from the unexpected.

No formal schooling N High school or short course H

College or apprenticeship C University U

90%

88%

75%

53%

30%

INNOVATIVE

SOCIAL

METHODICAL

DIRECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

EXAMPLE TEST
Hello Mamalilikulla nation, I hope all is well.
I took the new year's resolution and turned
it into a career resolution. If you are like
me and have no clue whom you want to be
or what you want to be, this job bank
careers quiz is pretty insightful. I took the
test to show an example, and I have found
six possible career paths I would be
interested in; once you find a career you
are interested in, do some research and
see if it is a good fit for you.  
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Broadcast Television - Videography 

3,705 CAD / year   2 years

The Broadcast Television - Videography program from Humber

College will quickly prepare you for media content creation in

technical operation and production roles.

Journalism 

3,705 CAD / year   3 years

The Journalism advanced diploma program from Humber

College is designed to produce dynamic storytellers who are

immediately ready to work in a variety of media platforms as

reporters, broadcasters, editors, producers and digital

content managers. Our program is also ideal for those looking

to go into communications or public relations. 

Broadcasting - Radio 

3,705 CAD / year   2 years

The Broadcasting - Radio program from Humber College

prepares you for the performance, creative, technical and

business aspects of the radio and audio world.

Rhetoric, Writing, and Communication  

3,942 CAD / year   3 years

This Rhetoric, Writing, and Communications program at

University of Winnipeg emphasizes the interpretation,

evaluation, production, and precise editing of messages for a

range of audiences, media, and purposes.  

Journalism and Creative Writing 

6,100 CAD / year   4 years

Develop career-based skills in journalism, social media and

content creation, earning both a university degree in Media

Studies with Journalism and Creative Writing at Trent

University.

Communication

5,498 CAD / year   4 years

Study and practice this Communication degree

from the Thomson Rivers University from multiple

perspectives: processes, production, composition,

design, policy/law, criticism and critique.

Journalism

5,498 CAD / year   4 years

The practical focus of the Journalism program

from the Thompson Rivers Univesity is on writing,

editing, interviewing, photography and working

with technology to produce print and online

publications.

what college program should I take for journalism |

Creative Writing and Journalism  

4,704 CAD / year   4 years

Do you want to write for a living? In the Bachelor of Arts in

Creative Writing and Journalism program from Vancouver

Island University, learn the skills you need to become a master

of words from professors who are published, award-winning

authors, poets and journalists.

Journalism

4,426 CAD / year   4 years

The Bachelor of Journalism program of Kwantlen

Polytechnic University is unique in B.C., featuring

multimedia storytelling experience utilizing the

most current technologies. Students use industry-

standard software to produce journalism that

draws on the full range of multimedia storytelling

possibilities, including animation, interactivity,

audio, and video. 

Journalism Studies (Minor)

8,102 CAD / year   4 years

If you enjoy asking questions, gathering

information and telling stories, you may choose

the option of a Journalism Studies (Minor) at

Dalhousie University as a complement to another

field of study. 

Journalism 

4,052 CAD / year   2 years

Students looking for a career as a journalist will

have the distinction of learning at our new

MediaPlex located in downtown Windsor with the

Journalism program of St. Clair College.

Journalism - Broadcast  

6,270 CAD / year   2 years

Become a compelling storyteller and journalist

with the Journalism - Broadcast program of

Franshawe College, where you will learn to

capture live news and sports events, conduct

interviews, write and edit news stories and

broadcast live on Fanshawe's 106.9 The X - the

largest news station in London, run entirely by

students.  

https://www.bachelorsportal.com/studies/326496/creative-writing-and-journalism.html?ref=search_card
https://www.bachelorsportal.com/studies/326496/creative-writing-and-journalism.html?ref=search_card
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Vancouver Island University |

Minimum twelve credits (four courses) of 100 and 200-level CREW courses.                           12

Select a minimum of nine credits (three courses). Choose at least one course                        9
from three of the following five genres: 

Minimum twenty-one credits (seven courses) of 300 and 400-level CREW courses.                21

Select a minimum of nine credits (three courses). Choose at least one course from                9
three of the following five genres*: 

Creative Writing and Journalism  

4,704 CAD / year   4 years

Do you want to write for a living? In the Bachelor of Arts in

Creative Writing and Journalism program from Vancouver

Island University, learn the skills you need to become a master

of words from professors who are published, award-winning

authors, poets and journalists.

Do you want to write for a living? In VIU’s Bachelor of Arts in
Creative Writing and Journalism program, learn the skills you need to
become a master of words from professors who are published,
award-winning authors, poets and journalists.

Experience small class sizes for a unique workshop format in many
creative writing courses, and more one-on-one time with instructors
at Vancouver Island University's journalism school.

Whether you want to work in the publishing, entertainment or
journalism industries, this degree in Journalism and Creative Writing
will sharpen your literary skills and introduce you to the realities of
working as a professional writer. 

The Creative Writing and Journalism (BA) Program

The Creative Writing and Journalism department offers introductory,
intermediate and advanced-level courses in book publishing,
dramatic writing (including writing for the stage and scriptwriting for
radio, television and film), fiction, journalism, and poetry, leading to
a B.A. with a Major or Minor in Creative Writing and a B.A. with a
Minor in Journalism. Students have the opportunity to combine
applied and creative writing skills with a background in all aspects
of print and electronic publishing including editing, distribution,
promotion, and production of print materials.

Program Outline

Requirements for a Creative Writing Major
Students must fulfill all the Institutional B.A. degree requirements,
including Degree English Requirements and courses listed below.

Note: All senior-level courses require completion of at least one
prerequisite course at the 200-level; students must attain a minimum
grade of “B-” in the prerequisite course in order to progress to a
senior-level course in the same genre.

1. Non-fiction
CREW 100 - (Intro to Writing Journalism)
CREW 200 - (Intermediate Journalism) 
CREW 201 - (Online Journalism)
CREW 202 - (Introduction to Writing
Creative Non-Fiction)
CREW 203 - (Memoir Writing Workshop)

2. Poetry
CREW 110 - (Intro to Writing Poetry)
CREW 211 - (Intermediate Poetry
Workshop)  
CREW 212 - (Poetic Traditions)

3. Fiction
CREW 120 - (Intro to Writing Fiction)
CREW 220 - (Writing Short Fiction) 
CREW 221 - (Genre Fiction Workshop)

4. Publishing
CREW 230 - (Introduction to Publishing)

5. Drama
CREW 140 - (Intro to Writing Drama)
CREW 240 - (Writing Short-Form Scripts for the
Stage, Screen or Television) 
CREW 241 - (Writing Longer-Form Scripts for the
Stage, Screen or Television)

                                                                                                                                Total Credits  12

1. Non-fiction
CREW 300 - (Creative Non-Fiction Workshop)
CREW 301 - (Advanced Feature Writing) 
CREW 400 - (Researching for Creative Non-Fiction)
CREW 401 - (Long-Form Non-Fiction)
CREW 402 - (Online Magazine Production)
CREW 452** - (Special Projects in Writing and Publishing)
ENGL 315 - (Advanced Workshop in Composition)

                                                                                                                              Total Credits  30    

2. Poetry
CREW 310 - (Advanced Poetry Workshop I)
CREW 311 - (Long Form Poetry Workshop) 
CREW 312 - (Writing Poetry in a Variety of Forms)
CREW 410 - (Advanced Poetry Workshop II)

3. Fiction
CREW 320 - (Advanced Short Fiction Workshop)
CREW 321 - (Novel, Novella, and Story Sequence Workshop) 
CREW 322 - (Writing for Young Adults Workshop)
CREW 420 - (Experimental and Speculative Fiction
Workshop)
CREW 422 - (Advanced Novel Workshop) 
CREW 425 - (Mystery Writing Workshop)

4. Publishing
CREW 330 - (Professional Editing)
CREW 331 - (Book Publishing) 
CREW 402 - (Online Magazine
Production)
CREW 430 - (Publishing Workshop I)
CREW 431 - (Publishing Workshop II) 
CREW 452** - (Special Projects in
Writing and Publishing)

5. Drama
CREW 340 - (Advanced
Screenwriting Workshop)
CREW 341 - (Advanced Stage Play
Writing Workshop) 
CREW 440 - (Writing for Television
Workshop)
CREW 441 - (Digital Storytelling) 
CREW 442 - (Script Development
Workshop)

Program Fees

Domestic Fees
Tuition and Other Mandatory Student Fees
When applying to the program, applicants will be charged a non-
refundable application fee.
When applying to graduate, students will be charged a non-
refundable graduation and alumni fee.
Some courses have additional fees to pay for extraordinary class–
related expenses.

Start Date, Deadlines, and Additional Application Details
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HEALTHY JUICE
CLEANSE RECIPES

Juice bars are popping up everywhere for good reason!

Drinking fresh juices can detoxify the body, help to create a

more alkaline body, and to give a boost of energy and a

clear mind.

Juicing is a powerful tactic used by a quickly-growing

amount of people to lose weight fast, get proper nutrition,

and help fuel healthy lifestyles.

Whenever I come from vacation or a particularly bad eating

night, I reach for a healthy juice to cleanse my body and

give my digestive system a break.

I am sharing 4 of our favorite juicing recipes with an

assortment of fruits and vegetables for variety. Since my

oldest daughter is a "health freak" we make these

homemade juices every week and store them in jars in the

refrigerator to make them easily accessible. It saves SO

much money juicing at home!

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF JUICING?

According to the Mayo Clinic, by drinking freshly made

juices, your body can absorb the nutrients better than eating

whole fruits and vegetables and it gives your digestive

system a rest from working on fiber. They say that juicing

can reduce your risk of cancer, boost your immune system,

help remove toxins from your body, aid digestion and help

you lose weight. Fresh juices can give you a burst of energy

and a clear mind.

WHAT FRUITS AND VEGETABLES TO USE FOR JUICING?

Some of the most popular vegetables are carrots, cucumber,

celery, kale, spinach, beets, and romaine. The most popular

fruits to use in juicing are lemons, oranges, apples, and

limes. Other add-ins are fresh ginger, parsley, chlorella, and

turmeric.

by Modern Honey

https://www.modernhoney.com/healthy-

juice-cleanse-recipes/

Kale – insanely low in calories, powerful anti-oxidant

with anti-inflammatory properties, and helpful for

arthritis and autoimmune diseases

Spinach – the beauty of spinach lies in how easy it is to

disguise the taste. It’s mild tasting yet packed with

vitamins, has anti-cancerous properties, and is one of

the healthiest foods on the planet

Cucumber – since it’s 95% water, it’s an incredible

detoxifier and helps with liver and kidney function

Lemon – one of the most important items to stock in your

kitchen as it’s a highly effective cleansing agent and

cuts through the bitterness of greens

Carrots - known for being a good source of beta-

carotene, fiber, vitamin K, and potassium. Carrots have

been linked to lower cholesterol levels and improved eye

health

Celery - low in calories since it is mostly water. It is a

low-glycemic food and a good source of dietary fiber,

Vitamin A, Vitamin C, and Vitamin K.

Beets - contain nutrients that may help lower your blood

pressure, fight inflammation, and support detoxification. 

Apples - "an apple a day keeps the doctor away" is a

famous saying for good reason. Helps to fight

inflammation and heart health.

Oranges - immune system booster since it is high in

Vitamin C and low in calories.

Turmeric – anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant

properties

Ginger – aids in digestion and supports the immune

system

Drink Your Greens: Spinach, Cucumber, Celery, Lemon,

Ginger, and Apple (optional: parsley)

The Detoxifier: Beets, Carrots, Lemon, Ginger, Apple

The Vision: Carrots, Oranges, Ginger (optional:

turmeric)

Sweet Carrot: Apples, Carrots, and Parsley

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF FRUITS AND

VEGETABLES IN A JUICE CLEANSE?

HERE ARE THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICE

COMBINATIONS BELOW:

HEALTHY JUICE CLEANSE RECIPES

2 cups Baby Spinach Leaves
(or 4-6 leaves of kale)
6 Celery
2 large Cucumber
1/2 Lemon
2 medium Apples
1-2 inch Ginger
1/4 - 1/2 cup Parsley Leaves

Drink Your Greens
2-3 med-lg Beets
6 Carrots
2 medium Apples
1/2 Lemon
1-2 inch Ginger

The Detoxifier:
8 large Carrots
2-3 Navel Oranges
1-2 inch Ginger
1 inch Turmeric (optional)

The Vision:
10 large Carrots
2 medium Apples
1/4 cup Parsley (optional)

Sweet Carrot:

Wash, prep, and chop produce.  
Add produce to juicer one at a time.
Serve cold over ice. May store in tightly sealed jars or glasses in the refrigerator
for 7-10 days. Shake or stir well before drinking. 

INSTRUCTIONS

https://www.modernhoney.com/author/stadlerfamyahoo-com/



